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RESUME OF FRANK DAVID FAULKNER 
Frank D. Faulkner was born on 6 r 
April 1915 in Missouri. He attended 
Kansas State Teachers College where .. 
he received the Bachelor of Science degree 
in 1940, Kansas State College where he 
received the Master of Science degree in 
1942, and the University of Michigan 
where he received the Ph.D. degree in 
1969. 
He was at the Applied Physics 
Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University 
during World War II. From 1946 to 
1950, he worked as Research Mathe-
matician under Professor R. V. Churchill 
at the University of Michigan, and studied 
applied mathematics. 
In March 1950 he reported to the Naval Postgraduate School 
where he is teaching in the Mathematics Department. In December 
1971 he was named Distinguished Professor. 
His research interests are in the field of calculus of variations, 
related differential games, trajectories, and numerical methods in 
optimum control. He is the author of a number of articles and re-
ports in his field. 
He is a member of the American Mathematical Society, the 
Mathematical Association of America, the Society for Industrial 
and Applied Mathematics, Operations Research Society of America, 
Senior Member of American Astronautical Society, and Sigma Xi. 
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PUBLICATIONS OF E\ f>. f.AtiLKNElt . 
OPEN LITERATURE 
Books; published papers, notes• letters, . . . 
1. Pfaffian Equations and the Problem of Boiza iP 
Proc. of the 7th International Ct>ftgr&s8 ot 
Mathematicians, Amsterdam (l 9S4) 
2. A Degenerate Problem of Boiza p 
Proc. of the American Mathematical ~ociety, 
~. 847-854 (1955) 
. 3. Shock Produced by a Spherical Piston ol Ratiius a(t) p 
J. Appl. Phys., 'i.7, 1345-i351 (i ~56) 
I . -
The Problem of Go_ddard a~ci Optimum Thl'UiH Pf8gi'ilnuning 4. IP 
Advances in Astronautlcai Sciences, 11 4!-=~1 (1957) 
). 5. Some Results from Direct Methods .Appiiec1 td (jpUniUm. lP 
.. Rocket Trajectories 
Proc. of the 9th Internationai Astronautleai 
Congress, Amsterdam 
Springer-Verlag, 1959. P• 694-'Ybl 
6. Complete Elementary Solution to Some Optiffiilirl p 
Tr.ajectory Problems 
ARS Journal, .!!.,, 33-39 (i961) 
7. Optimum Interception of a Ba1Hstit MiisUe iit lP 
Moderate Range 
with E. N. Ward 
Proc. of the Sth Navy Schmce Syrop, l•1 i,~44 (1961) 
8. Determining Optimum Ship Routes p 
Operations Research, 10, 79~-807 (l 962J - . 
9. Direct Methods (contributed chapter) IP 
Optimization Techniques wit~ ApplicatltU18 to 
Aerospace Systems, by G. Leltinan. 





Publications of F. D. Faulkner (cont) 
1 O. A Comparison of Methods for Determining Optimum IP 
Trajectories for Rendezvous, Landing and Orbit Transfer 
Advances in Astronautical Sciences, .!...§_ 
American Astronautical Society (1963) p. 254-262 
11. A General Numerical Method for Determin~ng Optimum P 
Ship Routes 
Navigation, .!.Q_, 143-14 7 (1963) 
1 ?. Numerical Methods for Determining Optimum Ship Routes IP 
Navigation, .!.Q_, 351-367 (1963-64) 
13. A Comparison between Some Methods for Computing IP 
Optimum Paths in the Problem of Bolza 
Computing Methods in Optimization Problems, by 
A. V. Balakrishnan and L. W. Neustadt 
Academic Press, 1964. p. 147-157 
14. Orbital Transfer with Minimwn Fuel 
with W. E. Bleick 
AIAA Journal, 2, 113-115 (1964) 
15. Minimal-Time Ship Routing 
with W. E. Bleick 
J. of Applied Meteorology, 4, 217-221 (1965) 
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16. [Advanced Matrix Problem) No. 5419 P 
American Mathematical Monthly, .LJ, 784 (1966) 
17. The Numerical Solution of Some Deterministic Differential Games 
Games with a Pure Strategy IP 
18. 
19. 
with W. E. Bleick 
Proc. First Asilomar Conf. on Circuits and Systems, 
836-842 (1967) 
On Obtaining Impulsive Solution to Optimization Problems 
by Gradient Techniques 
Proc. First Asilomar Conf. on Circuits and Systems, 
. 185-190 (1967) 
[Advanced Matrix Problem] No. 5456 




Publications of F. D. Faulkner (cont) 
20. A Proposed Method for Ship Routing Using Long 
Range Weather Forecasts 
with G. J. Haltiner and W. E. Bleick 
Monthly Weather Rev., 96, 319-322 (1968) 
21. Orbital Glider Range Maximization 
with W. E. Bleick 
AIAA J., 8/t, 183-185 (1970) 
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